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Abstract 
 
Emerging non-volatile memory has opened new opportunities to re-design the entire system 
software stack and it is expected to break the boundaries between memory and storage devices to enable 
storage-less systems. Traditionally, B-tree has been used to organize data blocks in storage systems. 
However, B-tree is optimized for disk-based systems that read and write large blocks of data. When 
byte-addressable non-volatile memory replaces the block device storage systems, the byte-
addressability of NVRAM makes it challenge to enforce the failure-atomicity of B-tree nodes. 
In this work, we present NVB-tree that addresses this challenge, reducing cache line flush overhead 
and avoiding expensive logging methods. NVB-tree is a hybrid tree that combines the binary search 
tree and the B+-tree, i.e., keys in each NVB-tree node are stored as a binary search tree so that it can 
benefit from the byte-addressability of binary search trees. We also present a logging-less split/merge 
scheme that guarantees failure-atomicity with 8-byte memory writes. Our performance study shows that 
NVB-tree outperforms the state-of-the-art persistent index - wB+-tree by a large margin. 
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I. Introduction 
 
Recent advances of byte-addressable non-volatile memories (NVRAM), such as 3D Xpoint [1], 
phase-change memory, and STT-MRAM are expected to open up new opportunities to transform 
computer main memory from volatile devices to persistent primary storage devices. NVRAM appears 
to provide low-latency reads and writes like DRAM, but it persists data in the unit of bytes and provides 
large storage capacity as in SSD [7, 9, 18, 5, 11]. In order to leverage high performance, persistence, 
and byte-addressability of NVRAM, various opportunities are being pursued in numerous domains 
including database logging [9], database buffer caching [23], and indexing structures [12]. 
Legacy disk-based B-tree and its variants have been originally developed for disk-based storage 
systems. However, as the memory size has been dramatically increased, database community has 
developed various in-memory indexing structures including T-tree [14]. These binary search trees were 
shown to outperform B-tree and its variants when a CPU cache size was small. However, as a CPU 
cache size grows in modern processors, cache-conscious variants of B-trees such as CSS-tree [20], 
CSB-tree [21], and FAST [8], have been shown to perform faster than legacy binary indexing structures. 
Recently, there have been several research efforts that tried to redesign B-trees for NVRAM [15, 
24, 26, 4]. B-trees is the most popular indexing structure that has been used for various storage systems 
and database systems. As NVRAM is expected to break down the wall between the main memory and 
the secondary storage systems, we need an efficient indexing structure that benefits from both the byte-
addressability of DRAM and the durability and large capacity of block device storage systems. 
One of the key challenges in designing B-tree for NVRAM is that it is not trivial to enforce failure-
atomicity while leveraging the byte-addressability of NVRAM. In legacy DRAM+storage environment, 
reads and writes occur in block granularity and tree nodes are cached in volatile DRAM. Using the 
cached tree nodes, we can update the tree nodes and flush them only when everything is consistent. 
On the other hand, if B-tree is stored in NVRAM, the granularity of writes is expected to be 8-
bytes or a cache line at maximum using hardware transactional memory [12]. Such a small write 
granularity makes it difficult to guarantee consistency of a B-tree because every 8-byte write must 
transform a consistent B-tree node into another consistent B-tree node. B-tree often inserts a key in the 
middle of an array for sorting. Such an insertion modifies a large portion of a B-tree node. However, 
modern processors cache memory writes and arbitrarily reorder them to save the bandwidth. Suppose a 
system crashed while it sorts the keys in a B-tree node. Some portions of the array could have been 
flushed while other portions have not been flushed. Such a B-tree node will be in an inconsistent state. 
To update a B-tree node in a correct order to guarantee consistency, we need to call additional 
instructions such as clflush and mfence. As a result, legacy B-tree requires a large number of expensive 
clflush and mfence instructions [24]. 
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In order to resolve this problem, several persistent B-tree variants including NV-tree [26] and wB+-
tree [4] employ append-only update strategy. However, a problem of the append-only update strategy 
is that it fails to preserve the ordering of keys in B-tree nodes and it requires an expensive brute-force 
scanning to search a key. Therefore, wB+tree manages additional metadata in each tree node to 
separately manage the ordering of keys. Using the metadata, wB+-tree significantly reduced the number 
of cache line flushes. However, wB+-tree still calls at least four cache line flushes per insertion, which 
we believe is sub-optimal. 
In this work, we design and implement NVB-tree, which is a variant of persistent B-tree that 
minimizes the number of memory write and cache line flush operations. To guarantee failure-atomicity 
and consistency with byte-addressable NVRAM, NVB-tree employs a binary search tree as an internal 
tree node format. By managing entries as a binary search tree, we can add, update, or delete entries with 
a failure-atomic 8-byte update operation. Another benefit of using a binary search tree is that it avoids 
brute-force scanning and improves search performance. 
Besides the failure-atomic updates to a single tree node, NVB-tree eliminates the necessity of expensive 
logging for multiple tree node updates, i.e., a node split and a node merge. When a B-tree node 
overflows, the legacy B-tree split algorithm requires updates to at least three nodes - the node that 
overflows, its new sibling node, and their parent node. To guarantee atomicity and consistency of a tree 
structure, legacy split algorithms have used the expensive logging or journaling to keep track of changes. 
However, we propose to use a sibling pointer to make each memory write operation of a node split or a 
node merge process failure-atomic and consistent. 
The contributions of this work are as follows. 
 Non-volatile memory promises to encompass all the desirable features of memory and storage 
systems. For such non-volatile memory devices, we design and implement NVB-tree - a hybrid 
indexing structure that combines the benefits of binary search trees and B-trees, i.e., NVB-tree 
benefit from the failure-atomicity and byte-addressability of an in-memory index and the 
durability, cache line consciousness, and balanced tree height of a disk-based index. 
 Second, we propose a logging-less failure-atomic split and merge algorithms for NVB-tree 
that eliminates the redundancy caused by logging or journaling. When multiple B+-tree nodes 
need to be modified, previous studies used redo/undo logging to provide failure atomicity. Our 
NVB-tree virtually combines multiple tree nodes and makes them behave as if they are a single 
node. Thereby, the failure-atomicity and consistency can be guaranteed by the 8-byte memory 
write operations without any additional mechanisms. 
 Though extensive performance study, we show that our NVB-tree consistently outperforms 
wB+-tree by a large margin in terms of insertion time, search time, deletion time, cache line 
flushes, cache line accesses, and LLC misses. NVB-tree also shows a comparable performance 
with FPtree, which is designed for the hybrid NVRAM+DRAM memory environment. 
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Although NVB-tree is outperformed by FPtree in terms of insertion performance because 
NVB-tree stores all tree nodes in NVRAM, NVB-tree does not require recovery when a system 
crashes because any memory write operation in NVB-tree is failure-atomic. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we present previous works that are most 
relevant to ours. In section 3, we present the structure and algorithms of our proposed NVB-tree. In 
section 4, we evaluate the performance of NVB-tree against state-of-the-art B+-tree variants for 
NVRAM. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 5. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
 
Next generation byte-addressable non-volatile memory is now in the horizon. Anticipating its 
realization, numerous studies have been conducted on ways of exploiting its beneficial features [16, 17, 
27]. In particular, its use has opened up new opportunities and challenges in redesigning file systems 
and database management systems by leveraging the durability and high performance of persistent 
memories [6, 9, 10, 11, 24, 26]. In this section, we review some previous work we deem most relevant 
to our study. 
A few studies have proposed methods for safeguarding against failures for particular data 
structures and components of systems. Venkataraman et al. propose CDDS, a version-based recovery 
method for NVRAM [24]. Version based recovery methods, though, have a limitation in that it requires 
an expensive garbage collection for recovery. Yang et al. propose NV-Tree that makes updates to data 
structures in append-only manner so that it can roll back to its previous state without creating a journal 
[26]. FPTree, proposed by Oukid et al., is similar to NV-Tree in that it also stores leaf nodes in NVRAM 
while keeping internal tree nodes in DRAM [19]. Dierent from NV-Tree, FPTree exploits hardware 
transactional memory to efficiently handle concurrency of internal node accesses and it reduces the 
cache miss ratio via fingerprinting, which is one-byte hash for keys in each leaf node. Both NV-Tree 
and FPTree leverage both DRAM and NVRAM in their indexing structures. That is, they keep internal 
nodes in volatile memory while leaf nodes in NVRAM. Therefore, the internal nodes in NV-Tree and 
FP-Tree may be lost upon system failure. Although the internal nodes can be reconstructed from scratch 
using the leaf nodes in NVRAM, the entire reconstruction process can hinder the instant use of the 
index. 
Also, when the index was being accessed by a persistent process, it can be a problem. Chen and 
Jin propose wB+-tree [4], an improved version of NV-Tree, that takes the same append-only approach 
but stores both leaf and internal nodes in NVRAM. Since B+-tree requires the entries in tree nodes to 
be sorted, updating the tree makes a large portion of the updated node dirty, which results in a large 
number of cache line flushes as in CDDS B-tree. Instead of keeping the entries in a sorted order, wB+-
tree adds a level of indirection by having a bitmap and a slot-array that serves as an index to the actual 
entries written in an append-only manner. Although wB+-tree significantly reduced the number of cache 
line flushes, it still calls a large number of cache line flushes because of the additional metadata. For an 
instance, suppose we insert a new entry into wB+-tree that uses the bitmap and slot-array scheme. First, 
we need to call a cache line flush to invalidate the slot-array. Second, we need to call one or more cache 
line flushes to insert the new entry. If the entry is larger than a cache line size, we need multiple cache 
line flushes. After the inserted entry is flushed, wB+-tree calls multiple cache lines flushes to update 
the slot-array so that the slot index is in a sorted order. Finally, wB+-tree calls the last cache line flush 
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to validate the slot-array. In order to reduce the number of cache line flushes, they developed an 
optimized scheme, slot-only wB+-tree, which requires only two cache line flushes - one for the record 
update and the other for bitmap update. Although the optimized slot-only wB+-tree reduces the number 
of cache line flushes down to two, which is optimal, the slot-only wB+-tree limits the number of entries 
in a tree node to be no more than eight. The small node degree makes the height of slot-only wB+-tree 
taller, and its performance is no better than bitmap wB+-tree. Moreover, wB+-tree performs logging for 
node splits that significantly increases the number of cache line flushes. As a result, the performance 
gain achieved from the optimal cache line flush is masked by the high split overhead. Also, the bitmap 
and slot-array add a level of indirection to key-pointer access, which hurts search performance as well. 
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III. FAILUREATOMIC NVBTREE 
 
In this section, we present NVB-Tree, which combines the benefits of a byte-addressable binary 
search tree and block-based B-tree. 
 
3.1 Design Rationale 
 
The design of NVB-Tree has the following three goals in mind: 
 Minimize the Number of Cache Line Flushes. Cache line flushes are expensive not only for 
memory writes but also for memory reads. In modern processors, memory read access latency 
is often hidden due to CPU caches. However, NVRAM demands cache line flushes in order to 
persist memory writes. Because clflush invalidates the flushed cache lines in CPU caches, 
reducing the number of cache line flushes not only benefit write transactions but also read 
transactions. To address this problem, Intel recently introduced new cache line flush 
instructions such as clflushopt and clwb that do not invalidate the flushed cache lines in CPU 
caches. However, the cache line flush instructions are still sensitive to the high write latency 
of NVRAM. 
Keeping entries in a tree node sorted requires shifting entries, making the consistency cost 
very high because of a large number of cache line flushes [26, 24]. To avoid such shift 
operations, NV-tree and wB+-tree proposed to keep entries unsorted and insert or delete entries 
in an append-only manner. In NVB-tree, we avoid shift operations by employing a binary 
search tree as an internal tree node format. A binary tree keeps entries sorted without shift 
operations, thereby reducing the number of cache line flushes. 
 Fast Search Performance. In database applications, search operations occur more frequently 
than insertions. Furthermore, search performance also affects insertion performance because 
an insertion requires searching a leaf node where we insert a record. Since searches are more 
frequent operations than insertions, our primary design goal is not to sacrifice search 
performance. Compared to other B+-tree variants, such as wB+-tree [4], that do not sort leaf 
node entries, NVB-tree maintains entries in a binary search tree to speed up search 
performance. By leveraging the binary search tree, NVB-tree does not need additional 
metadata, which requires an additional memory access to read each key in a sorted order. 
 Logging-less Node Split/Merge for Failure Atomicity. NVB-tree aims to guarantee failure 
atomicity for multiple node updates without expensive logging, which incurs a significant 
overhead of writing redundant copies. To avoid expensive logging, NVB-tree utilizes a sibling 
pointer in each B+-tree node to easily recover from tree modifications as in B-link tree [13]. 
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With sibling pointers and 8-byte failure-atomic writes, NVB-tree achieves failure atomicity 
for node splits and node merges, i.e., NVB-tree is atomically transformed from one consistent 
state to another consistent state even if a system crashes. 
 
3.2 Node Structure of NVB-tree 
 
NVB-tree is a hybrid indexing structure that contains a binary search tree (BST) inside each B-tree 
node. 
 
 
Figure 1: Node Structure of NVB-tree 
 
Figure 1 illustrates the structure of an NVB-tree node. An NVB-tree node consists of a header and 
an array of BST entries. We refer to a node in a binary search tree as a BST entry to distinguish it from 
an NVB-tree node. Each BST entry has a key, a pointer to its child NVB-tree node, two offsets - one 
for the left child BST entry and the other for the right child BST entry. In the header, we have an offset 
field that points to the root BST entry, a field that indicates whether the node is an internal node or a 
leaf node, a sibling pointer, and a pointer to the leftmost child NVB-tree node. The pointer to the 
leftmost child NVB-tree node is used only if the node is a leaf node. In legacy B+-trees, an internal B-
tree node does not have a sibling pointer. However, all NVB-tree node needs a sibling pointer to enable 
a virtual node, which is required to guarantee failure-atomicity. We will discuss the virtual node in 
section 3.4.4. 
 
3.3 Failure-Atomic NVB-Tree Node Update 
 
We now discuss how NVB-tree achieves failure-atomicity for a single NVB-Tree node update. For 
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multiple node updates triggered by a node split or a node merge, we defer our discussion to Section 
3.4.4 and Section 3.4.5. 
 
3.3.1 Failure-Atomic Insertion into BST 
 
An insertion into a binary search tree does not modify internal nodes but only adds a single leaf 
node. First, we search for a leaf node using the key of the new BST entry to be inserted. Next, we add 
the BST entry to the leaf node as the right or left child depending on the key. 
 
Algorithm 1 Insert(key, ptr) 
1: if count == MAX COUNT then 
2:   count = lazyGarbageCollect(this); 
3: if count == MAX COUNT then 
4:   return SPLIT THIS NODE; 
5: else 
6:   idx = count; 
7:   entry[idx].key = key; 
8:   entry[idx].ptr = ptr; 
9:   entry[idx].left = -1; 
10:   entry[idx].right = -1; 
11:   mfence(); 
12:   clflush(&entry[idx], sizeof(entry)); 
13:   count++; 
14:   mfence(); 
15:   clflush(&count, sizeof(count)); 
16:   parent = searchBST(key); 
17:   if key < entry[parent].key then 
18:     entry[parent].left = idx; 
19:     mfence(); 
20:     clflush(&entry[parent].left, 1); 
21:   else 
22:     entry[parent].right = idx; 
23:     mfence(); 
24:     clflush(&entry[parent].right, 1); 
Algorithm 1 shows the insertion algorithm of NVB-tree, which can be divided into three phases. 
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First, we store a new BST entry at the end of the array in an append-only manner (line 6-10). Next, we 
increase the size of the array for BST entries (line 13). Finally, we search the BST to find out the leaf 
node which will become the parent of the new BST entry (line 15). Depending on the key, we add the 
new BST entry as a left or right child of the parent entry (line 17-24). The ordering of these memory 
writes must be preserved for failure-atomicity. Therefore, we call memory fence and cache line flush 
instructions between each phase. Because byte-addressable NVRAM is not commercially available yet, 
we resort to discussing the recovery algorithm of NVB-tree, instead of physical power-off tests, under 
various failure cases that can occur. 
First, suppose a system crashes while a new BST entry is being written (line 6-10). Although a 
system crashes in any step of this phase, it does not hurt consistency because the new entry is not added 
to the BST yet and the size of the array is not changed. If a system crashes after we increase the size of 
the array but before we add the BST entry to a leaf node of the BST, the BST entry will occupy an 
element of the array although the entry is not accessible from the BST. Such a memory leak problem 
does not lead to consistency problems but it will waste memory space. We resolve such a memory leak 
problem in a lazy manner. I.e., if a node overflows, we scan all the BST entries in the node to find out 
if there is any entry that is not accessible from the BST (line 2). If we find it, we reclaim the entry and 
decrease the size of the array (line 2) so that we can use it for a new BST entry. If there is no memory 
leak, we split the node (line 4). With such a lazy garbage collection scheme, we can reduce the overhead 
of maintaining tree nodes consistent while avoiding a full scan of NVB-tree nodes for recovery. Next, 
we add a new BST entry to the BST by a single failure-atomic 8-byte write operation. Any memory 
writes before line 16 will be ignored or garbage collected in our insertion algorithm. But, writing a child 
offset in the parent BST entry behaves as a commit mark of the insert transaction. If the offset is not 
updated, the new entry is not accessible. Hence, insertion into an NVB-tree node is failure-atomic as 
long as writing an offset is failure-atomic. 
 
3.3.2 Failure-Atomic Deletion From BST 
 
 
(a) Deleting a BST Node with No More than a Single Child 
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(b) Deleting a BST Node with Two BST Child Nodes 
 
Figure 2: Failure-Atomic Deletion in NVB-tree Node 
 
A deletion of a BST entry in a BST is more complicated than an insertion because the entry to be 
deleted may have child entries as shown in Figure 2. A deletion operation can be divided into two phases. 
In the first phase, we traverse the BST of an NVB-tree node to find an entry to be deleted (m) and track 
its parent entry (p). In the second phase, we check how many child entries m has. 
 If m has no child (3 in Figure 2(a)), p's corresponding child offset is atomically updated to a 
sentinel value, such as -1 or NULL. Then, we flush it to NVRAM with mfence() and clflush(). 
This step requires a single cache line flush, which guarantees the failure-atomicity of NVB-
tree node. 
 If m has a single child c (13 in Figure 2(a)), the corresponding child offset of p is atomically 
set to the offset of c. Then, we flush it to NVRAM with mfence() and clflush(). This step also 
requires a single cache line flush, and it guarantees the failure-atomicity of NVB-tree node. 
 If m has both left and right child entries (l and r), we allocate a new BST entry n and set its 
child offsets to l and r. In the sub-tree rooted at r, we find the leftmost entry (the smallest key 
in the right sub-tree) r2 and copy its key and value to n. We now flush n. Note that n is not 
added to the BST yet. Next, p's corresponding child offset is updated to point to n, which is 
then committed to NVRAM. Now we need to delete the smallest key in the right sub-tree. 
1. if r2 has no child, the child offset of r2's parent is set to a sentinel value, which is then 
committed to NVRAM. 
2. if r2 has a right child r3, the child offset of r2's parent is set to point r3, which is then 
committed to NVRAM. 
The third case requires four cache line flushes because it uses copy-on-write. If a system crashes 
before p's child offset is set to n, we have a memory leak problem, but it can be fixed in a lazy manner 
when the node over flows, as was described in Section 3.3.1. If a system crashes after we update p's 
child offset but before we delete r2, we may end up with having duplicate BST entries in a BST. 
However, it should be noted that it does not hurt the correctness of a BST. Consider Figure 2(b), which 
shows a BST after we delete 4. If a system crashes before we delete 7, the BST may have 7 as a left 
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child of 8 even though 8's parent is also 7. This redundancy wastes memory space but it does not violate 
the properties of BST and does not hurt the correctness of the BST. This is because the redundant entries 
in the BST will point to the same child node. We can also fix such a redundancy problem using the lazy 
garbage collection scheme. That is, only if we need a space in an NVB-tree node, we perform a full 
scan of BST and detect memory leaks and redundant entries to be deleted. 
 
Algorithm 2 Delete(key) 
1: del = searchBST(key, &parent); 
2: if entry[del].left==-1 && entry[del].right==-1 then 
3:   if entry[parent].left==del then 
4:     entry[parent].left = =1; 
5:     mfence(); 
6:     clflush(entry[parent].left, 1); 
7:   else if entry[parent].right==del then 
8:     entry[parent].right = =1; 
9:     mfence(); 
10:     clflush(entry[parent].right, 1); 
11:   else if entry[del].left==-1 || entry[del].right==-1 then 
12:     if entry[del].left != -1 then 
13:       child = entry[del].left; 
14:     else 
15:       child = entry[del].right; 
16:     if entry[parent].left==del then 
17:       entry[parent].left = child; 
18:       mfence(); 
19:       clflush(entry[parent].left, 1); 
20:     else 
21:       entry[parent].right = child; 
22:       mfence(); 
23:       clflush(entry[parent].right, 1); 
24: else if entry[del].left!=-1 && entry[del].right!=-1 then 
25:   if count == MAX COUNT then 
26:     count = lazyGarbageCollect(this); 
27:   else 
28:     idx = count; 
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29:     minRight = getMinEntry(entry[del].right, &parentMinRight); 
30:     entry[idx].key = entry[minRight].key; 
31:     entry[idx].ptr = entry[minRight].ptr; 
32:     entry[idx].left = entry[del].left; 
33:     entry[idx].right = entry[del].right; 
34:     mfence(); 
35:     clflush(&entry[idx], sizeof(entry)); 
36:     count++; 
37:     mfence(); 
38:     clflush(&count, sizeof(count)); 
39:     if entry[parent].left == del then 
40:       entry[parent].left = idx; 
41:       mfence(); 
42:       clflush(&entry[parent].left, 1); 
43:     else 
44:       entry[parent].right = idx; 
45:       mfence(); 
46:       clflush(&entry[parent].right, 1); 
47:     if entry[minRight].right==-1 then 
48:       entry[parentMinRight].left = -1; 
49:     else 
50:       entry[parentMinRight].left = entry[minRight].right; 
51:     mfence(); 
52:     clflush(&entry[parentMinRight].left, 1); 
 
The detail deletion algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. If the entry to be deleted has only one or 
no child, recovery is not necessary. I.e., if a system fails before we flush the updated offset of the parent 
entry (line 2-23), the BST remains intact and it does not need any recovery. If a system fails while 
deleting an entry that has two child entries, it may incur a memory leak because we need an additional 
BST entry for the copy-on-write replacement. Suppose a system fails in between line 25-35. Since 
nothing has changed in the BST, it is in a consistent state. However, if a system crashes after we increase 
the count variable (line 39-46), we may have a memory leak if the replacement entry has not been added 
to the BST. Again, this memory leak will be detected and fixed by a lazy garbage collection scheme. 
Finally, if a system crashes while we delete the smallest entry in the right sub-tree (line 47-52), the BST 
may have a duplicate entry. But the duplicate entry in the right sub-tree can be ignored until it is detected 
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and garbage collected by our lazy garbage collection scheme. 
The deletion algorithm that we described so far leaves a hole in the BST entry array. Such holes 
degrade the node utilization and make a BST use more cache lines. Therefore, we better compact the 
array so that there are no holes in the middle. As we perform garbage collection, we create a new page 
and copy the elements from the original page to compact the array and reconstruct the balanced BST. 
Even if a system crashes during the procedure, it does not affect the correctness of the tree as the changes 
occur only in the new copy-on-write node. After the successful reconstruction, we flush the node and 
replace the original node. This can be done atomically by replacing the pointer in the Tree Node ID 
Mapping Table, which we describe in the Section 3.4.2. Note that this lazy garbage collection slightly 
hurts node insertion performance, but note that it is called only when we find a node has no available 
space for a new BST entry. Moreover, unless the write latency of NVRAM is many orders of magnitude 
slower than the read latency, improving the cache line utilization and reducing BST height help the 
insertion performance. 
In summary, the deletion algorithm calls only one cache line flush instruction for its parent entry 
update when the deleted BST entry has one or no child entry. If the deleted entry has two child entries, 
it calls four cache line flush instructions due to the copy-on-write. If a BST is perfectly balanced, half 
of the entries will have two child entries and the rest of the entries will have no child. Ignoring the 
occasional overhead of our lazy garbage collection scheme, a deletion query will require at most 2.5 
cache line flushes on average (n- = 2 x 1 + n=2 x 4). If a BST is not perfectly balanced, the average 
number of cache line flushes will be even smaller than 2.5. 
 
3.4 Failure-Atomic Node Split and Merge 
 
Insertions and deletions occasionally cause a split or a merge of tree nodes. If a split or a merge 
occurs, legacy B+-tree algorithms and even recently proposed persistent B+-trees such as wB+-tree rely 
on redo or undo logging. This is because a node split or a merge operation modifies multiple tree nodes. 
Even if we use the BST as the internal format of a tree node, it does not guarantee the failure-atomicity 
of a transaction that involves multiple node updates. 
 
3.4.1 Sibling ID 
 
However, if we provide an additional method for reaching each tree node and carefully split or 
merge B+-trees in a particular order, we can update multiple tree nodes in a failure-atomic manner. As 
in B-link tree [13], all NVB-tree nodes have a sibling ID that connects all nodes at a particular level as 
a linked list. When a node splits, a single node is replaced by two new nodes. When two nodes merge, 
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a single node replaces the two nodes. That is, the sibling ID in each node allows to combine the current 
node and its right sibling node such that they become functionally the same as a single node until their 
parent node adds or deletes the child ID of the right sibling node. Note that we store child IDs instead 
of child pointers in tree nodes because we need a level of indirection to access any NVB-tree node for 
failure-atomicity. With the indirect access scheme, we can use copy-on-write to create a shadow copy 
and construct a balanced BST even when a tree node is referenced by multiple tree nodes. 
 
3.4.2 Tree Node ID Mapping Table 
 
problem of using sibling pointers and the copy-on-write in B+-tree is that the sibling pointer in the 
left sibling node and the child pointer in the parent node cannot be atomically updated. That is, if a node 
is replaced by a new node, its left sibling node and its parent node must atomically update their pointers, 
which is not possible. To resolve this problem, we store a tree node ID instead of a pointer in NVB-tree 
nodes, making use of an external tree node ID mapping table that stores the mapping between a tree 
node ID and its memory address. When the copy-on-write replaces a tree node, we do not update the 
pointers in its left sibling and its parent node, but we atomically overwrite the memory address in the 
table so that the left sibling and the parent node can access the updated tree node via its tree node ID 
and the mapping table. 
 
3.4.3 Rebalancing BSTs 
 
If an NVB-tree node split, a half of its entries need to be moved to a new sibling node. An NVB-
tree node is a BST. Splitting a BST in the middle without restructuring often results in two unbalanced 
BSTs. It hurts not only search performance but also insertion performance as well. Besides this, splitting 
an NVB-tree node is likely to modify almost the entire tree node even if we perform an in-place update. 
Therefore, instead of the in-place update, we perform copy-on-write such that we construct two 
balanced BSTs by traversing partitioned BSTs in in-order and store the result in the BST entry array. 
This rebalancing algorithm takes O(n) time where n is the number of BST entries. However, we perform 
this expensive rebalancing operation only when an NVB-tree node split or two nodes merge so that the 
additional cache line flush overhead can be hidden because they need to be flushed anyway. 
In addition to binary search trees, there exist various other byte-addressable in-memory indexing 
structures such as AVL-tree that keep the height of sub-trees balanced. However, AVL-tree performs 
rotation operations, which modify multiple BST entries and require multiple cache line flushes as are 
necessary for the deletion of a BST entry with two child entries. 
Although the depth of leaf nodes in a BST are not the same, the number of BST entries in an NVB-
tree node is bounded by the size of an NVB-tree node. When the NVB-tree node size is 4 KB, maximum 
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254 8-byte keys can be indexed and the height of BST cannot be higher than 254. However, although 
the skewness of BSTs in NVB-trees is bounded, skewed BSTs degrade the tree traversal performance, 
and we can improve the search performance by rebalancing BSTs. Rebalancing BSTs causes a trade-off 
between search performance and insertion performance because of the expensive copy-on-write 
operation. However, tree traversal is the critical path and is much more frequent than insertions, we 
perform rebalancing at the cost of the copy-on-write. 
 
3.4.4 Node Split 
 
 
(a) Copy-on-Write to Split an Overflown Node 
 
 
(b) Update Parent’s Child Pointer and the Left Node’s Sibling Pointer 
 
 
(c) Add a Right Split Node in the Parent Node 
 
Figure 3: Failure-Atomic Node Split in NVB-tree Node 
 
Figure 3 illustrates the node split algorithm of NVB-tree. To guarantee consistency, we do not 
consider the entry that caused the overflow during the split process. Once we finish the node split 
operation and the NVB-tree is consistent, we insert the new entry into one of the split leaf nodes. 
First, i) we allocate two new nodes (m1 and m2) and construct a balanced binary search tree in 
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each of them with partitioned keys. Having split the node m, ii) we replace the memory address of m 
with the memory address of m1 in the tree node ID mapping table as shown in Figure 3(b). By doing 
so, we can make both the left sibling node (l) and its parent node (p) point to m1 in a failure-atomic 
way. 
A drawback of this approach is that we need to look up the tree node ID mapping table every time 
we need to access a tree node. Such an indirect access can cause some performance overhead and 
management overhead. But the number of accesses to the tree node ID mapping table per query is 
limited by the height of NVB-tree, which is very small. 
Suppose a system crashes after we replace the memory address of m with the memory address of 
m1 in the tree node ID mapping table as shown in Figure 3(b). If a query is looking for an entry in m2, 
the query will access p first and then m instead of m2 because m2 is not added to p yet. 
At the first glance, this status seems inconsistent and incorrect. But we can easily resolve this 
problem by making a search algorithm visit the right sibling node if a given search key is greater than 
the largest key in the current node. That is, a sibling pointer can make multiple sibling nodes virtually 
a single node. In the example, m and m2 are a virtual single node. 
Next, iii) we add a new right sibling node m2 to the parent node (p), which completes the node 
split process. Finally, iv) we insert the entry that caused the overflow. 
 
Algorithm 3 SplitNode(p, ent, n) 
1: n1 = alloc(); 
2: n2 = alloc(); 
3: m = findMedian(n); 
4: copyEntries(n, 0, m, n1); 
5: copyEntries(n, m, 1, n2); 
6: n1.sibling = &n2.id; 
7: n2.sibling = n.sibling; 
8: mfence(); 
9: clflush(&n1, sizeof(page)) 
10: clflush(&n2, sizeof(page)) 
11: nodeIdTable[n.id] = &n1; 
12: mfence(); 
13: clflush(&nodeIdTable[n.id], 8); 
14: p.Insert(m, &n2); 
 
Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo code that describes the details of the NVB-tree split algorithm. 
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3.4.5 Node Merge and Redistribution 
 
If the node utilization of a tree node becomes lower than a threshold value (e.g., 50% in our 
implementation), we check if the entries in the node and a sibling fit into a single node. If so, we merge 
the two nodes. Otherwise, we migrate some entries from the sibling node to the under-utilized node. 
A node merge or a redistribution is similar to a node split, but the order of operations is reversed. 
 
 
(a) Copy-on-Write to Split an Overflow Node 
 
 
(b) Update Parent’s Child Pointer and the Left Node’s Sibling Pointer 
 
 
(c) Add a Right Split Node in the Parent Node 
 
 
(d) Replace Parent’s Child Pointer with the Left Split Node 
 
Figure 4: Failure-Atomic Redistribution in NVB-tree Node 
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 Figure 4 shows how we redistribute the entries from under-utilized nodes to balance the number 
of entries. A node merge also follows the same steps except that it creates a single node instead of two. 
First, i) we delete the pointer to the right sibling node to be merged or redistributed (m2 in Figure 
3(b)) from its parent node (p). This step will again make m1 and m2 a virtual single node. Next, ii) we 
allocate a new node (or two nodes) and copy the entries from the two under-utilized nodes. Again, in 
this step, we sort the entries and construct a balanced BST (or two balanced BSTs) in the new node(s). 
Then, iii) we atomically update the tree node ID mapping table with the memory address of the merged 
(or redistributed) tree node so that the left sibling and the parent node point to the updated tree node. 
Finally, iv) we add the right sibling node to the parent node to complete the merge (or redistribution). 
The discussion of failure-atomicity and recovery is similar to that of node splitting and is omitted here. 
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IV. EVALUATION 
 
4.1 Experimental Setup 
 
We run the experiments on a workstation that has four Intel Haswell-EX E7-4809 v3 processors 
(2.0GHz, 8x32KB instruction cache, 8x32 KB data cache, 8x256 KB L2 cache, and 20 MB L3 cache) 
and 64 GB of DDR3 DRAM. 
Byte-addressable non-volatile main memory is not commercially available yet. Thus, we emulate 
NVRAM using Quartz [25, 2], a DRAM-based NVRAM latency emulator [25]. Quartz consists of a 
kernel module and a user-mode library that models application-perceived latency by injecting stall 
cycles into each predefined time interval, called epoch. We configure minimum and maximum epochs 
to 5 nsec and 10 nsec for all our experiments. We adjust read latency of NVRAM from 300 nsec, which 
is minimum NVRAM latency that we can configure in our testbed environment. Quartz does not support 
write latency emulation in its public distribution. Therefore, we inject stall cycles after each clflush 
instructions to emulate write latency of NVRAM, as was done by [7, 9, 23, 12]. Note that write latency 
of NVRAM is often hidden by CPU cache. Hence, we do not add the software delay to store instructions. 
As for the NVRAM bandwidth, we assume that NVRAM bandwidth is the same with that of DRAM 
since Quartz does not allows us to emulate both latency and bandwidth at the same time. 
We compare the performance of NVB-tree against wB+-tree and FPTree. Unlike NVB-tree and 
wB+-tree, FP-tree stores internal tree nodes in DRAM and leaf nodes in NVRAM. So FPTree is less 
sensitive to a NVRAM latency. However, if a system crashes and internal nodes are deleted from 
DRAM, it must reconstruct the entire tree structure from scratch using persistent leaf nodes. On the 
other hand, NVB-tree and wB+-tree store all internal nodes and leaf nodes in NVRAM. Hence, their 
failure-atomic node update algorithms eliminate the necessity of recovery process and thereby make 
instant recovery possible at the cost of slightly slow access to internal nodes. However, there exist many 
applications that can tolerate such a performance penalty as we will discuss in Section 4.4.2, and the 
difference between DRAM and NVRAM latency is expected to be less than an order of magnitude. 
We implemented three variants of NVB-tree. The first one is the optimized NVB-tree with both 
array compaction and BST rebalancing optimizations (NVB-Tree). The second one is the NVB-tree 
with BST rebalancing but without the array compaction optimization (NVB(-c)). And, the last one does 
not use either of the two optimizations (denoted as NVB(-c,-r)). 
The performance of binary search tree is affected by the ordering of inserted keys. If we insert keys 
in a sorted order, binary search trees will be skewed and the tree height will be the number of entries 
(O(n)), which is the worst case for binary search trees. Hence, we evaluate the performance of NVB-
trees with two types of workloads - sequential key insertions and random key insertions. Unless 
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specified, we use the random key workload. 
 
4.2 Node Size 
 
  
(a) Insertion Time per Query               (b) Number of clflush per Query 
 
 
(c) Number of Cache Line Accesses per Query 
 
Figure 5: Insertion Performance with Varying Node Sizes 
 
In the experiment shown in Figure 5, we insert 10 million key and value pairs in a random order 
while we vary the node size of each tree. We assume the latency of NVRAM is the same with that of 
DRAM in this experiment. We discuss the effect of NVRAM latency in Section 4.4. 
Figure 5(a) breaks down the time spent on the insertion operation. As we increase the node size, 
the insertion performance of NVB-tree slightly improves because of the shorter tree height and the 
reduced number of splits. On the other hand, the node size in wB+-tree is fixed. I.e., wB+-tree with 
bitmap can have up to 63 keys (1 KB node size) and wB+-tree without bitmap can have only 8 keys. 
Overall, NVB-tree is about 35% and 52% faster than wB+-tree without bitmap and wB+-tree with 
bitmap respectively in terms of the insertion time. 
Figure 5(b) shows the average number of clflush instructions for the same experiments. While 
wB+-tree with bitmap calls about eight clflush instructions, NVB-tree calls less than four clflush 
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instructions. wB+-tree calls more cache line flushes than NVB-tree because of the metadata update and 
also because it performs logging when splitting a node. Note that we can make NVB-tree call even a 
less number of clflush instructions if we do not use copy-on-write. But, as can be seen in Figure 5(a), 
improving tree traversal time is as important as improving tree node update time. 
Figure 5(c) shows the number of CPU cache references and the number of LLC misses per query. 
NVB-tree accesses 43~53% smaller number of cache lines than wB+-trees. This is because NVB-tree 
does not allow holes in BST entry arrays, and thereby it increases the utilization of cache lines and 
reduces the number of cache lines. Besides this, NVB-tree dramatically decrease the LLC miss rate, 
mainly because of the reduces number of cache line accesses and a fewer number of clflush instructions 
that invalidate cache lines from LLC. 
 
  
             (a) Search Time per Quer          (b) Number of Cache Line Accesses per Query 
 
Figure 6: Search Performance with Varying Node Sizes 
 
Figure 6 shows the search performance of NVB-trees with and without rebalancing optimization. 
As we increase the node size, the unbalanced BSTs degrades the search performance. But the 
rebalancing optimization helps mitigate the problem and the search performance even improves with 
larger tree node sizes because of shorter tree depths. Figure 6(b) shows the rebalancing optimization 
effectively reduces the number of accessed cache lines and the number of LLC misses. 
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(a) Deletion Time per Query              (b) Number of Cache Line Flushes 
 
 
(c) Number of Cache Line Accesses per Query 
 
Figure 7: Deletion Performance with Varying Node Sizes 
 
Figure 7 shows the deletion performance of NVB-tree. As in insertion and search performance, the 
deletion time of NVB-tree is almost independent of the node size. This is because the rebalancing 
optimization effectively balances BSTs so that a tree traversal takes O(n) time and the deletion of a BST 
entry takes a constant time. Without the rebalancing optimization, the insertion/search/deletion 
performance of NVB-tree degrades as we increase the node size. 
Figure 7(b) shows that NVB-tree calls about 2 cache line flushes on average. Although the deletion 
algorithm of NVB-tree requires multiple 4 cache line flushes if the BST entry to be deleted has two 
child entries, it requires only a single cache line flush most of the time, i.e., when the entry has no or 
one child entry. Therefore, the average number of cache line flushes is much smaller than that of wB+-
tree. Note that the lazy garbage collection reclaims all used BST entries only when a node overflows, 
which effectively hides the overhead of garbage collection. 
The number of LLC misses with NVB-tree is also much smaller than that of wB+-tree as shown 
in Figure 7(c). This is because NVB-tree removes holes in the BST entry array and it calls a fewer 
number of clflush instructions that invalidate cache lines from LLC. 
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4.3 Throughput 
 
  
(a) Insertion Throughput                      (b) Search Throughput 
 
Figure 8: Throughput with Varying Number of Indexed Keys 
 
In the experiments shown in Figure 8, we create indexes with various number of key value pairs, 
and we measure the performance of NVB-tree against FPTree and wB+-tree. As for the insertion 
throughput, wB+-tree shows the lowest throughput while FP-tree yields slightly higher throughput than 
NVB-tree because FPTree does not have clflush overhead when updating internal nodes. However, 
when the number of indexed data is small, the search throughput of FPTree is 3.7x lower than that of 
NVB-tree. This is because most of the performance gain in FPTree comes from faster access to internal 
nodes in DRAM. I.e., FPTree keeps keys in internal nodes sorted, but keys in leaf nodes are unsorted. 
However, when the tree height is small, we access a fewer number of internal tree nodes and FPTree 
suffers from slow access to leaf nodes. 
 
4.4 NVRAM Latency Effect 
 
  
(a) Insertion with Varying Write Latency      (b) Insertion with Varying R/W Latency 
 
Figure 9: Insertion Performance Comparison (Latency) 
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Figure 9 shows the insertion performance of NVB-tree against wB+-tree and FPTree with varying 
the latency of NVRAM. If the read latency of NVRAM is the same with that of DRAM, NVB-tree and 
FPTree show comparable insertion performances and they consistently outperform wB+-tree. As the 
write latency increases, NVB-tree starts to show better performance than FPTree because NVB-tree 
calls a fewer number of cache line flushes than FPTree. However, if we increase both read and write 
latency, FPTree benefits from the lower latency of DRAM. As a result, FPTree consistently outperforms 
NVB-tree and the performance gap between them increases with a higher read latency. 
 
  
(a) Randomly Inserted Keys                (b) Sequentially Inserted Keys 
 
Figure 10: Search Performance of Balanced BSTs vs Skewed BSTs 
 
For the experiments shown in Figure 10, we measure the search performance of NVB-tree with 
two types of workloads; (a) we insert random 10 million key value pairs, which is the best case, and (a) 
we also create an NVB-tree with monotonically increasing 10 million key value pairs, which is the 
worst case as it will skew BSTs. 
Even if we make a BST in a leaf node completely skewed by inserting sequential keys, splitting a 
node will rebalance the BSTs. Thus, the key distribution does not affect the tree height of BSTs in NVB-
tree. Therefore, the performance of NVB-tree with two different workloads do not make a significant 
difference as shown in Figure 10. However, such a sequential insertion pattern can hurt the node 
utilization because the left split node will never be updated, which explains NVB-tree with sequential 
insertions performs slightly slower than random insertions. 
When the read latency is lower than 600 nsec, NVB-tree shows the fastest search performance 
because NVB-tree performs the binary search that helps reduce the number of accessed cache lines and 
LLC misses. However, if read latency of NVRAM is higher than 600 nsec, FPTree benefit from fast 
access to internal nodes and it starts to outperform NVB-tree and wB+-tree. 
 
4.4.1 Mixed Workload 
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Unless the read latency of NVRAM is 6x higher than that of DRAM, NVB-tree is faster than 
FPTree and wB+-tree in terms of search performance. However, in terms of insertion and deletion 
performance, NVB-tree is slower than FPTree although it is faster than wB+-tree. 
In real-world applications, workloads are typically mixed with inserts, deletions, and searches. If 
the search is a more frequent operation and the insert and delete are less frequent operations, the slow 
insertion/deletion performance of NVB-tree can be masked by the fast search performance. 
 
 
Figure 11: Performance Comparison (Mixed Workload) 
 
In the experiments shown in Figure 11, we measure the query processing performance with mixed 
workloads while we vary the search and insertion ratio. We set the read and write latency of NVRAM 
to 300 nsec in these experiments. As we increase the insertion ratio, the batch query execution time 
increases as an insertion query takes much longer than a search. In particular, the performance gap 
between NVB-tree and FP-tree is decreased as we perform more insertions. 
 
4.4.2 Discussions: NVBtree vs. FPTree 
 
In summary, NVB-tree consistently outperforms wB+-tree - the state-of-the-art B+-tree variant for 
NVRAM by a large margin. Besides this, NVB-tree shows a comparable performance with FPTree - a 
B+-tree variant for hybrid DRAM+NVRAM environment. 
Although FPTree is often faster than NVB-tree as we showed in our experiments, there exist some 
applications, such as BTRFS [22], that use B-trees as their main on-disk data structure and they cannot 
tolerate the volatility of internal tree nodes and the expensive tree reconstruction for system failures. 
Another important use cases of NVRAM-only B+-tree structures exist in the memory-driven 
computing [3], where NVRAM is used as a shared memory pool while each computing node has some 
local memory. The capacity of such a shared NVRAM pool can be very large as NVRAM promises 
considerably high capacity at low cost. In such a memory-driven computing environment, we cannot 
store internal tree nodes in DRAM as it is not clear which computing node should have it in its local 
DRAM. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 
In this work, we presented NVB-tree - a variant of B+-tree for NVRAM that provides failure-atomicity 
without expensive logging. NVB-tree is a hybrid tree that combines the binary search tree and the B+-
tree. 
B+-tree requires keys to be sorted. However, the sorting makes B+-tree perform poor because it 
requires to shift a large number of keys in a tree node and it calls expensive cache line flush and memory 
fence instructions. In order to resolve the problem, NVB-tree organizes keys in a BST so that it can 
avoid shift operations. I.e., BST allows NVB-tree to take advantage of byte-addressability and to 
enforce failure-atomicity with the 8-byte memory write operations. NVB-tree also maintains the benefit 
of block-based B+-tree, i.e., balanced tree height, cache-awareness, and durability. 
Another feature of NVB-tree that we discuss in this paper is the logging-less multiple node updates 
in NVRAM. Using the sibling pointer, we can detach/attach any tree node from/to its parent via 8-byte 
memory writes without hurting the correctness of B+-tree as in B-link tree. Leveraging this property, 
we carefully and atomically split or merge tree nodes with the help of an external tree node ID mapping 
table. 
Our performance study shows that NVB-tree outperforms the state-of-the-art persistent index - 
wB+-tree by a large margin, and it also shows a comparable performance with DRAM+NVRAM-based 
FPTree that does not enable instant recovery.
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